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2017 NFL Draft     
Cleveland Browns Draft Strategy & Predictions  

Welcome back to another edition of Are We There Yet Dad?  Of course the answer is no, we still have a few years to go before we 
realize anything besides ridicule from the media and the rest of the NFL.  However the moment we’ve all been waiting for has 
arrived.  This year we are presented with a draft so full of ridiculous talent on Defense that even the Browns can’t fuck this up!  If 
they have even a short bus understanding of what schemes they are going to run, they almost CAN’T pick lousy players, in the first 3 
rounds at least! 

I see this as THE turning point draft for this franchise.  Honestly if this front office group cannot be successful, I for one will be done 
as a season ticket holder.  I will only watch games from a TV on Sundays, and only after all my chores are done and my wife doesn’t 
need me to do any shopping.  We HAVE to make it work this time…otherwise I will be spending my Sundays every fall picking up dog 
shit instead of getting drunk at the game.  Ugh. 

Enter the 2017 Draft to save us.  We haven’t seen a draft this stacked with talent for over 5 years.  Naturally thanks to bad karma we 
have more than earned, we have the #1 pick and our #1 need is STILL QB and this draft sucks like Blake Bortles for QB’s, but I am not 
deterred from my BO (Browns Optimism).  Where this draft saves us is by offering deep talent in all of the OTHER priority positions 
for us on Defense (which is all of them)…I mean the talent is incredible down into round 4 and if we’re any good at talent evaluation, 
even round 5! 

The 2018 draft class is starting to sound like it could be almost as deep in talent at some positions, a bit more balanced to Offense so 
next year we have a shot at what could be a better QB class plus we can continue to fill in with exceptional players in the first 3 
rounds where we have TONS of picks. 

So…this leaves us with a huge responsibility to get it right.  This year has to be done right or we lose the fan base.  We can’t just 
come out of this with 1 starter, we need 2-3 which is reasonable considering the talent available.  And we need another 2-3 highly 
skilled depth guys.  Imagine if these 4-6 players were all on Defense?  How much better would the team get in one draft??? 

All of this is possible if we follow a few simple rules. 

1) Don’t get sucked into the QB vortex – only take one if he’s truly better than the roster now and only at a value spot 
2) Let the draft come to you – don’t make significant trades unless it’s a few spots up to get a DIFFERENCE MAKER 
3) Despite huge needs on Offense, ignore that until later rounds in the draft and focus on Defense where the talent is 
4) Take BEST AVAILABLE Defensive player no matter the position – don’t be afraid to double down on a position either 
5) Don’t overthink it – trust the evaluations, trust the tape, take the guy if he fits your scheme and improves the team 

Seems simple right?  LOL. Enough said, just don’t fuck it up Browns…this draft is an absolute GIFT… 
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Overview – Did I Miss Some Games We Won? 
Yep we got the best head coach that was available.  Yep it felt like we had a good draft when it happened.  We stacked up WR’s in the 
draft like they were going out of style.  Seemed like we had a reasonable bridge QB in RGIII and decent developmental guy in Cody 
Kessler.  RGIII forgot he was made of glass and took on a 200 lb safety for no reason other than arrogance.  He of course lost that battle 
but won a plane ticket out of town during the off season. 

We figured they might only win 3-4 games and we ended with 1 win.  A legitimate steaming pile of shit that we simply can’t repeat 
even though we tore it all down to the studs.  Sigh… 

Patience for the rebuild is the name of the game.  I have to trust that Jimmay has finally realized what a stupid NFL owner he is for 
firing two front offices in 3 years and will give the Harvard Boys a couple seasons more to get the core built.  I mean come on, fucking 
what’s his face in Cinci has been the head coach for 14 YEARS, has never won a playoff game with an incredible D and a ginger QB with 
legit talent.  And he still has the job, nobody fired him yet.  In Jimmay we trust.  

ALERT: Bill Simmons is STILL an ASSHOLE – God For Sure Hates Him More than Us 
Below is what I wrote last year about Bill.  For those that don’t know, he’s been a sportswriter for decades, worked for ESPN for 14 
years, who ultimately dumped him for being a dick.  He was editor-in-chief for Grantland website before that, where much of his good 
content was written.  He is now stuck doing only a stupid podcast.  Problem is he’s from Boston, so his hatred for CLE was given a loud 
and visible pulpit over the years where he perpetuated bad thoughts about us for no reason.  He is simply a bad person. 

I’m not sure how many times in 2016 he disparaged our beloved city and sports teams, but the over/under is around 15.  We gained a 
measure of revenge by winning an NBA Championship AND going to the World Series last year, so SUCK it Bill! 

This is why Bill deserves to die in horrible ways and I will never stop reminding my audience of this.  Even after his death I will continue 
to sully his name.  Please leave him hateful comments after every article he posts.  Please call in to his podcast and tell him he’s a dick.  
Thank you for your support. 

“Every year I intend to remind you all that Bill Simmons is almost singlehandedly responsible for perpetuating this narrative that “God 
Hates CLE” that you hear nationally.  So every year until Bill dies I will make the statement that Bill is the worst kind of human being 
there is – arrogant, self-absorbed and a bully.  Which really sucks because the guy writes some of the most hilarious and brilliant sports 
commentary I’ve ever read.  He just won’t leave us alone.  Puke blood and die Bill.” 

I Can’t Make This Shit Up 

Before we get into the meat of this draft and what it means to the Browns, here is a list of my favorite football names from this year’s 
prospect list and also my 2017 man-crush player: 

• Speedy Noil 
• Kermit Whitfield 
• Bug Howard 
• Storm Norton 
• Taco Charlton 
• Pita Taumoepenu 
• Corn Elder 
• YoungHoe Koo 
• Fish Smithson 

• WINNER: Psalm Wooching OLB from Washington 

I’m guessing that Younghoe Koo would get a ton of votes too… 
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My 2017 OFFENSIVE PLAYMAKER FAVORITE:  Ardarius Stewart WR Alabama 

     

So I wrote up my man crush on an entirely different player than this (Solomon Thomas EDGE Stanford).  Look him 
up, he’s a slightly undersized tweener DE/EDGE/DL who can play inside and outside and likely Top 5 pick.  Solomon 
will find ways to always be on the field and will play bigger than he is.  And I was very serious about him, really 
really like him for the Browns.  Is he likely to slide to us at #12?  Maybe not, San Francisco is likely to take him at #2 
actually.  If not them, he wouldn’t get past Jacksonville or New Orleans.  But then I discovered Ardarius Stewart 
and my life changed…seriously I fell for him and now I’m cheating on Solomon.  Ardarius is most likely going to get 
picked in the 4th or 5th round.  He’s not Mike Williams, or Corey Davis or John Ross.  He’s completely different from 
all three of those likely 1st round receivers.  He isn’t the fastest, he can’t jump the highest, he isn’t very tall.  He just 
WANTS it more than everyone else.  He doesn’t just want the ball on every play he wants the ENDZONE on every 
play! 

He makes plays when there aren’t any to be made.  He literally EXPLODES with the ball in his hands, you can feel 
the energy and his love of the game.  This guy LOVES to play football and he loves to make plays and he uses every 
single cell in his body every single play to accomplish this.  Even when the ball is not coming to him, he’s in there 
blocking like a mad man and when plays break down he’s ALWAYS working back towards his QB to give him a 
target and bail him out.  It’s uncanny how he shows back up and makes himself available on these broken plays.   

This guy is 5’11” and 204 lbs.  He ran a 4.49 40 yd but he has jets like you can’t believe when he gets open field he 
runs away from the pursuit and makes moves like few players I watched this year.  His forced missed tackles is off 
the charts…every third time he touches the ball he forces a miss.  His NFL comp is Pierre Garcon.  And I think 
Ardarius could be even better.  I was pissed there was not more film of him to watch…it was AWESOME! 
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My 2017 DEFENSIVE PLAYMAKER FAVORITE:  Ejuan Price DE/OLB – Pitt 

   

The reason I love Price is he represents everything I want our Defense to be:  Ferocious, attacking, fast, instinctive, 
drive thru tacklers and built like a tank.  This kid played DE for Pitt at 5’10” and 241 lbs!  Clearly that won’t happen 
at the next level but the little film you can find on Price shows you his versatility and athleticism playing with his 
hands in the dirt.  He comes in with pressure and can bend, he runs down RBs in the backfield and he can blitz like 
a mother f’er.  His tackling is ridiculous, once he’s got a hold of you, you’re going down! 

I’m becoming a fan of these undersized defensive playmakers at Safety and ILB.  I believe Price can play standing 
up as ILB or on the outside at LB.  He seems to make the most plays when he’s got a head of steam and comes in 
hot, so either of the EDGE positions could fit, and with his ability to stuff the run it would seem ILB is no issue 
either.  Think London Fletcher, who was from CLE and went to John Carroll!  He has that same exact build and 
should be able to play MLB.  He’s not being given much of a chance, almost no media coverage and he’s very likely 
to go undrafted…just like London Fletcher.  He just needs one team to put him on the field in a game to prove it. 

My 2017 SPECIAL TEAMS PLAYMAKER FAVORITE:  Adoree Jackson CB/WR/RB/KR/PR - USC 

     

My god people have you watched this kid’s highlight film yet?  I wouldn’t normally want to pimp a guy who’s major 
contributions came on special teams, but HOLY SHIT BALLS this kid has wheels like you won’t believe.  At USC he 
returned all kicks, played WR out of the slot and RB out of the backfield AND was one of their starting CB’s!  You 
immediately re-watch his highlights.  He’s a decent WR too, has some nice hands.  Jet sweeps are his specialty. 

He’s only 5’10” and 186 lbs.  The thing is, it’s not his speed that earned him 6 return TD’s plus others out of the slot 
and backfield, it is his incredible vision on the field when he is running 100 miles an hour.  He is processing, cutting 
and juking at full speed.  Absolutely insane when you watch it in real time.  The issue is, in the NFL he’s going to 
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need to bulk up AND really learn the CB position to play as a starter there.  He is much better off switching to 
WR/RB/ST full time.  It seems that’s where his heart is anyway and he’s literally able to alter a game from 4 
POSITIONS…that’s in IMPACT player folks! 

 

Ah Yes…Let’s Talk QB 
When my son graduates from college I will be very relieved and will be able to relax a bit.   When the Browns finally find a franchise QB, 
I will be just as relieved.  No more distractions in the draft every year jockeying for position to take a QB, wasting high draft picks, time 
and effort evaluating guys that will never amount to anything.  So sick of this being the focus. 

Unfortunately, 2017 is unlikely to solve our QB problems.  There might be one guy who is worth taking in Round 1 and could contribute 
in his first year.  Everyone else is a project and a projection.  Tons of flaws, lots of non-NFL style offenses, poor handling of defensive 
pressure and lack of required decision-making skills.  Yuck. 

My only desire is to improve the position if possible.  Don’t reach, don’t spend valuable assets for a guy who can’t carry the franchise.  
But if there is a chance to put a guy on the roster that’s clearly better than what we have, take him at the proper value point.  Then 
let’s roll the dice in camp and see who we can play with this year.  Our O-line has improved enough that it should help a rookie QB 
survive this season (or Kessler as a bridge).  If we can stash our rookie FQB for a year and add another layer of talent around him, 
sweet!   

See my separate FQRS document with stats on each QB this year and my take on who we should be looking at. 

PLAYMAKERS please! 
We have an alarming lack of playmakers on our team still, and these are the guys that help you actually win games.  They will make 
more plays than mistakes.  We are finally starting to add real athleticism, speed and talent a bit at a time.  But we need another larger 
infusion this year as I said earlier.  Below are the traits I covet by position and this doesn’t change for me. 
 
I am looking for these traits because they lead to actual NFL production on the field: 
 

• QB’s that produce a score of AT LEAST 4.0 in the Franchise Quarterback Rating System (FQRS) 
• WR’s with size that can separate and catch the ball WITH THEIR HANDS.  Yes, I said CATCH THE BALL! 
• RB’s that have FIELD VISION which usually means they realize they were just handed the ball not a dance card 
• TE’S that have some toughness, a little speed and great hands 
• OT’s that are natural knee benders, never stop moving their feet and have a solid punch 
• DT’s that ALREADY have some pass rush ability, not “projected” rush ability 
• DE’s that don’t get pushed around by low quality offensive linemen 
• LB’s that can set the edge, stop the run and have instincts 
• CB’s that actually know how to break down and tackle, will come up and fill against the run 
• FS’s that have instincts for where the play is going and have range 
• SS’s that can play the run head on AND wrap up and tackle 

 
Nothing remarkable about these traits, it’s just that as Browns fans we’re used to drafting guys that lack many of them.  Last year we 
saw the Harvard Boys use advanced stats like SPARQ to choose players with explosion and athleticism that also achieved high levels of 
productivity in college.  Excellent start gentlemen, provided these players are also real football players too.  But I love the approach as 
Seattle has been using it for years with great success.  When you see incredible SPARQ numbers and then realize the game film backs 
up the data, you’ve got something.  This year’s draft is loaded with players like this. 
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2017 DRAFT  – DEFENSE Baby! 
 
Last year’s draft was NOT full of talent and therefore it was rather difficult to pick through the mess and find the right players 
(Difference Makers).  I think the Browns did a decent job choosing players and finding some talent but a lot of them require more time 
to reveal true colors.   
 

1. Corey Coleman – hand injury so he missed games and our shit QB carousel did not help either (Huge Upside, needs time) 
2. Emannuel Ogbah – moved to DE and finished with 5.5 sacks (He’s a playmaker and will develop fast) 
3. Carl Nassib – lost his starting role quickly due to lack of production (He’s raw and with time should be borderline starter) 
4. Shon Coleman – little playing time, couldn’t beat out the shitty RT’s we had (Hope he’s still starter quality with time) 
5. Cody Kessler – actually played pretty well as a rookie but still looks like a backup primarily (He’s our likely starter 2017) 
6. Joe Schobert – slow reacting to the ball as a rookie, should take a big leap year two (Ceiling likely is rotation and S/T guy) 
7. Ricardo Lewis – only two catches as a rookie, needs to make huge strides to impact (Looking like a #4 receiver at this point) 
8. Derrick Kindred – ankle injury ended a nice rookie season (Major upside and could be impact player if healthy) 
9. Seth Devalve – once he got on the field he had some nice moments, but not much of a blocker (Major upside if healthy) 
10. Jordan Payton – suspended for PED’s last 4 games, hard to tell what his future is (Talented but stupid apparently) 
11. Spencer Drango – started last 9 games at LG and shows promise (Major upside as rotation guy with development) 
12. Rashard Higgins – totally ineffective as a rookie but dude has speed that’s hard to ignore (Upside as #3 receiver) 
13. Trey Caldwell – practice squad player entire rookie season (Complete unknown at the moment) 
14. Scooby Wright – no longer on the team 

 
 
It looks like we got at least two starters (Ogbah & Coleman) with the chance to see three more potentially develop as permanent 
starters (Nassib, S. Coleman and Kindred).  Is this good enough?  Should we expect more?  I think we should be happy with 2 starters 
from a draft (which is why it takes 5 years to build a team) but we need DIFFERENCE MAKERS, not just starters.  Ogbah could be one, 
but I heard things about C. Coleman that made me wonder.  The kid has talent for sure, but he had a rough rookie year and I heard he 
was really unhappy about practicing and playing in the bad weather.  He would run inside as soon as he was allowed to at practice 
where other guys would continue to work extra reps in the cold.  Not a great sign if true… 
 
We need Nassib to improve, he was a high pick and produced in college.  He might benefit from more talent around him so that he 
doesn’t have to be the superstar but he MUST get consistent pressure on the pocket to at least disrupt. 
 
We know what Hue values as far as positions: 

• Front 7 highest priority (assumes you have serviceable QB) 
• RB, TE and long WR’s with speed, probably in this order 
• OL for clean pocket and running game 
• CB and S they were willing to wait on unless incredible value pick or talent presents itself  
• QB obviously is the key and we know Hue can’t ignore this 

I am going to continue to follow this model in my mock drafts below.  Hue definitely knows what he wants the team to look like, and if 
we need to keep building the team until the right QB shows up, his model works perfectly for that situation.  Killer Defense, excellent 
running game thanks to strong OL, jumbo offensive weapons ready to leverage and if all of this lines up then the secondary does not 
have to be Pro Bowl caliber. 

So…what do we have in store for 2017?  Some significant difference makers on DEFENSE with a few OFFENSIVE weapons to choose 
from.  I believe there are starters on D all the way through round 3 and good players on O to be had in rounds 4-5. 
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Here is how I feel about each group: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

My overall thoughts on this draft is just what I said in the beginning of this tirade…it’s a damn GIFT.  And I swear to god if the Browns 
find a way to overthink this and screw it up I am going to find another NFL team to root for.  I absolutely will sell my tickets and buy a 
package for the Indians who will at least give me money’s worth for the next 4-5 years. 

All we have to do is be patient, not panic and not reach.  I don’t know if Myles Garrett will be a HOF type edge player, but everything 
we know about him says he’s going to be special if we put him in an environment to succeed.  For the love of god don’t pick anyone 
else at #1.  Just don’t do it.  Jimmy Haslem needs to be banned from the Browns facility until it’s all over with because he will fuck this 
up for all of us by forcing a pick. 

We’re going to get offers to move up in round 1 to grab a QB, which I am totally ok with if they honestly feel the guy is a FQB.  It can’t 
be because he’s the “best guy this year”.  It has to be because he’s a near can’t miss prospect who they can groom properly and get 10 
years of good play out of.  If he’s Andy Dalton overall ceiling, that’s enough for me to say ok to.  I’d like more, but we can’t be greedy 
can we? 

DEFENSE:
DT C

There are more guys in this draft that have real pass rush to go with run stop abil ity than in most years.  Pretty solid 
class through round 3 and if you want a run or pass specialist, great values into round 6

ILB B-
One guy dominates this group and will  be very special, but there are some really nice players into round 5 that will  
develop into solid rotational guys

OLB/EDGE A+
There is an absolute pile of playmakers this year and it's a position that we should not be afraid to double down on.  
Likely at least 2 Pro Bowl players in this group

CB A+
Incredible group of 1st round talent this year that will  push some into round 2.  Future starters and rotational guys 
all  the way through round 5/6.  As usual, there will  be a gem or two in those lower rounds you can start in a year.

FS A

SS A-

We've been waiting a long time for another special Safety class, and this is it.  At least 2 very special talents in 
round 1 and another 3-5 in the next two rounds that will  be certain starters and l ikely playmakers.  More Free Safety 

types than run support thumpers, but you can find either along the way.

OFFENSE:
QB D No special players at all .  Couple with chance to be mid-level talents in a year or more.  Mostly crap.

RB A+
The Browns need a big bruiser between the tackles type RB and this class is loaded with all  types.  There are at least 
3 excellent players that fit the 220 lb+ size and offer real production.  If we wanted another Crowell type back there 
are at least 6 that would l ikely be more talented than Crow.  So yeah, really special class.

WR C

Another l imited WR class l ike last year.  However, I l ike the mid and late round guys better this year.  Some good 
size/speed options for outside receivers in the later rounds but very few choices for finding a #1 receiver unless you 
want to burn a 1st round pick again, with no clear superstars available. Some intriguing Slot guys in the mid 
rounds.

TE A-
If you want that true playmaker TE there are at least 4 available but you have to grab one before mid round 2.  They 
won't last long.  Some jumbo receiver types to be had into round 5 but very few inline blockers this year.  A complete 
TE is going to be hard to find.

OT D
Pretty much complete garbage as far as OT this year, especially if you need a LT.  Maybe 3 guys that will  be starters 
year one.  As always there are many lower round development types that could be interesting for us since we really 
need a RT at the moment.  There's even a DT/DE from Notre Dame that could be a RT convert.

OG D
Again this year, OG is devoid of real playmakers, with maybe two at the top who can start, then depth/development 
players.  Possibly an OG that could convert to RT if you wanted to spend the time trying

OC D Awful class this year.  Two guys with potential as starters, but mostly garbage after that.
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A reminder of my thought process on each of the Draft Day analysis pieces you see here: 
 

1. Above, you’ve seen my Position Summary from 10,000 foot view on offense and defense positions 
2. Taking a step down to the player level, I created my usual big board which I am calling Browns Big 125 because I have 

increased the number of players I’m including here.  In the past I listed about 90-100 guys that I determined were scheme 
fits, appropriate talent level and should be considered by the Browns.  As always, I have them slotted in the EARLIEST 
ROUND I would consider taking them (this is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

3.  Taking another step down, I have again created what I’m calling Draft Day 50 which is the 50 players I’m watching most 
closely on draft day as it happens live.  These are the specific PLAYMAKERS I think we should select from.  I’ve listed them by 
round and draft slot where we should be considering them and I provide a bit of write up and opinion on each player.  Also 
included is what current NFL player I think they compare to. (This is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

4. Last are my 3 Mock Drafts where I provide three scenarios that I think would work for us.  The first one listed is the one I am 
most interested in seeing happen, the other two are equally possible and would produce desired results for team 
improvement. (this is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

 

2017 DRAFT  –  My 3 Mock Drafts 
 
Here you go, this is in order of my preference for the 3 scenarios: 
 

 
 
 
 
This mock is my favorite and adds some real PLAYMAKERS on Defense.  Our safety position was an abortion last year.  Our CB’s were 
bad, not awful but pretty bad.  Teez Tabor gets mixed reviews across the draft world but he has elite cover skills and makes us better 
immediately.  Obi and Lorenzo Jerome add talent to our safety room.  I think our front office and coaches value pass rush very highly 
which we take care of with Garrett/Ogbah/Nassib combo on the field.  So I set out to add run stopping up the middle.  Adding Obi, Blair 

1 EDGE 8.3 Myles Garrett - Texas A&M
12 From Eagles CB 8.1 Teez Tabor - Florida

33 FS/SS 7.0 Obi Melifonwu - Uconn

52 From Ti tans TE 7.0 Bucky Hodges - Va. Tech

3 65 ILB 6.0 Blair Brown - Ohio Univ.

4 108 WR - X 6.5 Mack Hollins - N.Carolina

5 145 WR - Slot 6.0 Austin Carr - Northwestern

175 From Patriots FS 6.2 Lorenzo Jerome - St. Francis
181 Compensatory ILB/EDGE 5.8 Ejuan Price - Pitt

185 DT 6.7 Davon Godchaux - LSU

188 From Texans RB 6.7 Corey Clement - Wisconsin

6.2

1

2

6

Don't Overthink This - Max Out 
Defense
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and Godchaux elevates our run stop ability significantly.  Obi is best up at the LOS blowing people up and has excellent tackling skills.  
Blair might only be a 2 down ILB but he’s an elite run stopper already, with one of the highest tackle rates in NCAA.  Ejuan Price is 
another elite tackler in the run game.  Godchaux brings inside pass rush and Jerome has range and coverage skills we will like. 
 
On the offensive side, which I tried not to ignore, we add some major Red Zone help with Bucky Hodges and Mack Hollins.  Hodges was 
a touchdown machine in college and even though he’s a bit of a project (blocking, route running) he’s an incredible athlete with elite 
hands.  Hollins was up and down at UNC in terms of production, but all he did was run right past coverage and haul in deep passes for 
TDs.  Does a good job against press coverage and gets off the line.  If we’re able to also add Austin Carr out of the slot we would have 
ourselves an incredible security blanket type receiver across the middle for our QB.  He’s arguably the best slot guy in this draft overall.  
Last but not least, if we picked up Corey Clement in the 6th round, what a steal.  He’s a move the chains RB who can run through the 
tackles and has the speed to also get the edge.  Always falling forward, he doesn’t have elite speed or lateral movement, but he’s a cut 
and go downhill guy to compliment/spell Crowell. 
 

 
 
In this scenario we try to be really balanced.  Garrett is the pick at 1 of course, but we add OJ Howard at 12 because he’s an elite and 
complete TE with an enormous ceiling if he can mature in his route running and blocking.  I keep Obi in that top of the second slot but 
we add Juju as our outside threat WR since losing Pryor to the Redskins.  Finishing out the defense we add Jaleel Johnson for his inside 
pass rush and upside in the run game.  Tedric Thompson is another late round gem who is very undersized but elite athleticism, ball 
skills and range.  Dude can ball. 
 
In the 4th I add Davis Webb to give us another QB arm on the team to keep working towards finding a guy who can play.  Then my man 
crush player Ardarius Stewart who seems like he can just will TD’s when they shouldn’t be there.  Jamaal Williams is a big 
complimentary back with lateral agility and balance to make people miss.  Bruiser between the tackles type guy.  And just so we don’t 
completely ignore the O-line, I have us taking a developmental/depth Center in Jon Toth and Sam Tevi who is athletic and plays nasty.  
He would play RT or LT and can sub as long-snapper.  He will definitely stick on a roster somewhere. 
 
 
 

1 EDGE 8.3 Myles Garrett - Texas A&M
12 From Eagles TE 8.0 OJ Howard - Alabama

33 FS/SS 7.0 Obi Melifonwu - Uconn

52 From Ti tans WR-X 7.0 Juju Smith-Shuster - USC

3 65 DT 6.6 Jaleel Johnson - Iowa

4 108 QB 6.5 Davis Webb - California

5 145 WR-Slot 6.7 Ardarius Stewart - Alabama

175 From Patriots FS 5.3 Tedric Thompson - Colorado
181 Compensatory RB 5.9 Jamaal Williams - BYU

185 C 6.3 Jon Toth - Kentucky

188 From Texans OT 4.9 Sam Tevi - Utah

6.0

1

2

6

Balanced Approach
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Just like last year, this mock has so many of my favorite players in it.  Garrett no-brainer again.  This time I allow for taking Trubisky 
(or whoever it ends up being) at 12.  I’m not going to speculate about trade up here because it means giving up some picks and I hate 
that idea intensely.  Defensively I’m adding Budda Baker at 33, but he’s falling in almost all mock drafts lately, some even into the 3rd 
round because of his limitations.  That’s too low for him, he’s really talented, just undersized.  Awuzie would give us an excellent corner 
to start improving that room.  Bowser is a player that’s been getting so much press late in the process because he’s one of the best 
athletes in the draft (137 SPARQ score!) but he’s a 3rd down pass rusher only at the moment.  Has huge upside, needs to work on his 
run game.  Nate Hairston is a sleeper late round CB that would be a huge get.  He’s a converted WR with only one year as a CB but he’s 
a physical, instinctive ass kicker that has upside.  Fun project.  Vanderdoes helps us by adding another interior pass rusher but also 
gives us some high value run stopping.  He falls this far due to injury history but is great value on day 3 wherever he is taken.   
 
On the offensive side, Cooper Kupp is going to be a player in the NFL most likely as a Z or pure slot.  I like him for inside and outside 
because he has this crazy mix of elite hands, his YAC is off the charts and route running is some of the best in the draft.  Has great 
length at 6’2”.  Then we get to Taywan Taylor who is another electric and exciting slot guy in this draft.  Taylor is very similar to 
Ardarius Stewart in that he explodes upfield with the ball and just has a knack for scoring.  You want this guy on your team!  Finally we 
add a RB with size in James Conner.  This deep class of RBs has him sort of lost in the mix but he’s 240 lbs with light feet, lateral agility 
and a nose for the endzone.  Dude can ball!  Once again I throw in Tevi as developmental RT/LT cause I think he’s a late gem who will 
eventually start. 
 

2017 DRAFT  –  Final Thoughts on My Mocks 
 
So that you don’t think I am crazy or stupid, there are some players that are glaringly missing from my mocks.  These guys are fan 
favorites already and some of you will wonder why I’m not interested in them: 
 

• Jonathan Allen – Love him.  He just won’t be available at #12 most likely and his shoulder issues scare me too 
• Marlon Humphrey – He’s amazing and his film is fantastic, again just don’t think he’s likely there at 12  
• Corey Davis – As much as we need a #1 receiver, I don’t love the level of competition Davis played with 
• Deshaun Watson – I think he’s a huge risk as a developmental FQB, despite his success, the film shows major flaws  
• Dalvin Cook – Don’t like his off field issues at all, and RB would be a super luxury pick for us right now 
• Malik McDowell – his film is good, his personal life is not…don’t like the character problems 

1 EDGE 8.3 Myles Garrett - Texas A&M
12 From Eagles QB 7.9 Mitch Trubisky - N. Carolina

33 SS/Slot 7.8 Budda Baker - Washington

52 From Ti tans WR - Z 7.5 Cooper Kupp - E.Washington

3 65 CB 6.4 Chidobe Awuzie - Colorado

4 108 EDGE 7.0 Tyus Bowser - Houston

5 145 RB 6.5 James Conner - Pitt

175 From Patriots WR-Slot 6.0 Taywan Taylor - W. Kentucky
181 Compensatory CB 6.0 Nate Hairston - Temple

185 DT 6.0 Eddie Vanderdoes - UCLA

188 From Texans OT 4.9 Sam Tevi - Utah
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• John Ross – Sure he’s the fasted guy in the draft…and the smallest so he will get killed  
• Sidney Jones – I fucked this one up, should have put him in despite his Achilles injury which he should come back from 
• Jabrill Peppers – Every time there is a player with too many positions it’s a disaster…see Cameron Erving for the Browns 
• Deshone Kizer – See my FQRS write up for my feelings  that he does not have the score I want, plus he’s immature as hell 
• Patrick Mahomes – His FQRS score is borderline, but he reminds of me of a larger, more talented Johnny Manziel…yuck 

 
 
 

2016 DRAFT  –  AFC North Bold Predictions 
 
 
BOLD prediction #1 – Ravens will take OLB T.J. Watt at #16 in the 1st round 
If you look at how bad their secondary was it would seem logical they would snag the best CB or S at this spot, but they value 
OLB/EDGE much more and with T.Suggs turning 35 they need help badly. This would be really high for Watt, but he’s been blasting up 
draft boards for 30 days now. 

 
BOLD prediction #2 - Pittsburgh will draft QB Deshone Kizer at #30 in the 1st round.   
Last year I predicted they would take Cardale Jones because Ben the Rapist is close to retiring and keeps making noise about it.  Kizer is 
their kind of QB, huge guy, huge arm and a knucklehead.  They can work with him on the fundamentals and they would hand him a 
pretty good team for when he starts…  
 
BOLD prediction #3 – Cinci will have to pass on great Def talent to draft G Dan Feeney at #9 in the 1st round.   
Cinci is in a pretty bad situation these days.  Finished last year at 6-9-1 and after 6 straight years in the playoffs, Marvin Lewis does not 
have a single post season win to show for it.  They lost 2 starting OL to free agency and need playmakers badly at LB and DL.  They also 
were terrible on Offense without AJ Green for a bunch of games.  This team is about pass rush and running game.  By letting two OL go 
in free agency they have boxed themselves into a serious corner and will need to replace Zeitler at RG to keep the run game going and 
protect the Ginger. 
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